State of the Art of Two-Terminal Devices as Millimeter- and Submillimeter-Wave Sources
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ABSTRACT

Devices from three major groups of two-terminal devices, *i.e.*, transit-time diodes, transferred-electron devices, and quantum-well devices, have been employed successfully to generate RF power at frequencies above 200 GHz. At frequencies up to 300 GHz, Si IMPATT diodes yielded the highest RF power levels from any fundamental solid-state source, *e.g.*, 50 mW at 245 GHz. However, the RF power of more than 1 mW from InP Gunn devices around 315 GHz is the highest from any such fundamental source above 300 GHz. GaAs TUNNETT diodes operating as efficient self-oscillating frequency multipliers generated RF power levels of more than 10 mW at 202 GHz. GaAs IMPATT diodes, *e.g.*, yielded 2 mW at 232 GHz. The highest oscillation frequency of 714 GHz was reported from an InAs/AlSb RTD with an RF output power of 0.3 µW, whereas GaAs/AlAs superlattice electronic devices yielded 0.2 µW at 224 GHz. This paper reviews the power generation capabilities and basic properties of these two-terminal devices as fundamental RF sources. It compares them directly at the RF power level, but also in terms of RF power per unit area as a figure of merit.

1. INTRODUCTION

Systems for rapidly emerging applications at submillimeter-wave frequencies such as upper atmospheric imagery, remote sensing, array receivers in radio astronomy, high-resolution near-object analysis, and ultra wide bandwidth intersatellite communications require reliable and compact RF sources with low dc power consumption as one of their key components. RF power generation at high millimeter-wave frequencies was already demonstrated with various types of solid-state devices [1] thus making them good candidates for sources at submillimeter-wave frequencies. The practical application of “classical,” but also more recent principles in device physics [2]–[4] resulted in major advances in device performance, which have also been enabled by epitaxial materials of superior properties or quality as well as much improved processing technologies. Amplifiers with three-terminal devices reach higher and higher frequencies [5]–[9] and improvements in their RF output power [10] as well as their increasing use in systems applications are being reported up to millimeter-wave frequencies. Nonetheless, there have been a few practical demonstrations of fundamental oscillators with three-terminal devices above 100 GHz, and, in addition, only low RF power levels of much less than 1 mW were
This paper gives an overview of the basic properties of different two-terminal devices for continuous-wave (CW) RF power generation at submillimeter-wave frequencies and mainly focuses on devices that in the laboratory already yielded RF power at frequencies above 200 GHz.

2. RTDS AND OTHER QUANTUM-WELL DEVICES

Resonant tunneling through discrete energy levels of a so-called quantum well was first demonstrated in 1974 [4]. However, only after major advances in growth techniques, such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), in the 1980s were device structures suitable for oscillators grown and evaluated. As can be seen from Fig. 1, the highest oscillation frequency of any fundamental solid-state RF source were reported from InAs/AlSb resonant tunneling diodes (RTDs) [13][14]. The dc-to-RF conversion efficiencies, however, are below 1% at millimeter-wave frequencies and the RF power levels of, e.g., 3 µW at 360 GHz and 0.3 µW at 712 GHz [14] are low, which severely limits the use of RTDs in systems applications.

![Fig. 1. Published state-of-the-art results from RTDs and SLEDs in the 30–1000 GHz frequency range. Numbers next to the symbols denote dc-to-RF conversion efficiencies in percent, where applicable.](image-url)
More recently, superlattice electronic devices (SLEDs) were demonstrated as millimeter-wave oscillators [15][18] and the results are included in Fig. 1. The devices were typically not mounted in a resonant cavity, but they were in quasi-planar structures and were contacted with different ground-signal or ground-signal-ground (GSG) probes for V-band (50–75 GHz) or W-band (75–110 GHz) [16][17]. Exceptions are the quasi-planar circuits in a WR-15/WR-6 waveguide combination [15] and in a WR-6 waveguide as shown in Fig. 2[18]. As an example, Fig. 2 also illustrates the setup with a GSG probe for W-band [17] RF power levels (and corresponding dc-to-RF conversion efficiencies) of 0.4 mW (1%) were reported at the fundamental frequency of 56 GHz and 40 µW (0.1%), at the second-harmonic frequency of 112 GHz from the quasi-planar circuit configuration in a waveguide [15]. With the GSG probe and a spectrum analyzer, an RF power of 0.5 mW (0.3%) was determined at 103 GHz [17]. The length of the active region ranges approximately from 0.44 µm to 0.64 µm in these GaAs/AlAs SLEDs. Therefore, the higher oscillation frequency of 103 GHz is attributed to much narrower barriers of the quantum wells, which are only two monolayers of AlAs thick and cause a larger miniband width of 120 meV [17]. At a similar length of the active region, an InGaAs/InAlAs SLED generated 80 µW (0.6%) at the higher oscillation frequency of 147 GHz [18]. Recorded spectra of these SLEDs in free-running oscillators, however, are not as clean as, e.g., those of Gunn devices in free-running oscillators, but are quite narrow-band for a nonresonant circuit or for low quality factors Q.

Up to D-band (110–170 GHz) frequencies, RF power levels from SLEDs are higher than those from RTDs of the same material system, whereas dc-to-RF conversion efficiencies are comparable. They are still much lower than the RF power levels from impact avalanche transit-time (IMPATT) and tunnel injection transit-time (TUNNETT) diodes as well as Gunn devices at the same frequencies. These RF power levels \( P_{RF} \) were measured with two-terminal devices of quite different device areas \( A \). Therefore, the RF power density \( \Phi_{RF} = \frac{P_{RF}}{A} \) provides a better comparison of the power generating capabilities of various two-terminal devices and should be considered analogous to the performance.
comparisons quoted as RF power per gate length for three-terminal devices, such as field-effect transistors (FETs) or high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs). Fig. 3 shows $\Phi_{RF}$ as derived from published state-of-the-art-results and device areas in the 30–1000 GHz frequency range for device types that, so far, have yielded measurable RF power levels above 200 GHz. As a result of high bias current densities and high dc-to-RF conversion efficiencies, $\Phi_{RF}$ is by far the highest in Si and GaAs IMPATT diodes and exceeds that of RTDs, but also SLEDs, up to D-band (110–170 GHz) frequencies by typically more than two orders of magnitude. In addition, $\Phi_{RF}$ of GaAs TUNNETT diodes and Gunn devices exceeds that of RTDs and SLEDs up to the highest oscillation frequencies as well. $\Phi_{RF}$ of SLEDs from the GaAs/AlAs material system is only higher than that of RTDs from the same material system, but, quite importantly, SLEDs are not associated with the same severe restrictions [1], [19] that bias instabilities impose on the device areas and, consequently, the RF power generation capabilities of RTDs. Therefore, higher RF power levels can be expected from SLEDs with larger areas in appropriate millimeter-wave circuits that match the resulting lower device impedance levels to the RF load. Furthermore, the experimental result at 103 GHz [17] indicates the potential of reaching higher oscillation frequencies with GaAs/AlAs SLEDs than with GaAs Gunn devices.

Fig. 3. RF power densities $\Phi_{RF}$ in two-terminal devices as derived from published state-of-the-art results. Due to uncertainties in device areas, ranges are given for $\Phi_{RF}$ of InP Gunn devices and GaAs TUNNETT diodes at particular frequencies. Lines between data points at different frequencies are only as a guide to the eye.
Si IMPATT diodes were the first semiconductor devices to generate RF power above 300 GHz. As shown in Fig. 4 and in conjunction with Fig. 1 and Fig. 5, they yielded the highest RF power levels from any solid-state fundamental RF source up to 300 GHz. Exemplary RF power levels (and corresponding dc-to-RF conversion efficiencies) of 50 mW (1.3\%) at 202 GHz \[20\]; 44 mW (1.2\%) at 214 GHz \[20\]; 50 mW (< 2\%) at 217 GHz \[21\]; 50 mW (< 1\%) at 245 GHz \[22\]; 12 mW (< 0.5\%) at 255 GHz \[22\]; 7.5 mW (0.35\%) at 285 GHz \[23\]; 1.2 mW (< 0.05\%) at 301 GHz \[20\]; and 0.2 mW at 361 GHz \[23\] were measured at very high operating junction temperatures of typically more than 300 °C with waveguide circuits at room temperature \[21\]. Higher RF power levels of, e.g., 4.5 mW (0.13\%) at 295 GHz and 2.2 mW (0.047\%) at 412 GHz, but also higher oscillation frequencies of up to 430 GHz were attained by cooling the heat sink of the diode and the waveguide circuit to 77 K (liquid nitrogen) \[24\].

Impact ionization as the carrier generation mechanism in IMPATT diodes is a major contributor to the noise of free-running oscillators compared to, e.g., the smaller contri-

---

**Fig. 4.** Published state-of-the-art results from Si and GaAs transit-time diodes under CW operation in the frequency range of 30–400 GHz. Numbers next to the symbols denote dc-to-RF conversion efficiencies in percent.
bution from mainly thermal noise in the domain formation process of Gunn devices [1] [2]. Therefore, IMPATT diodes are generally considered quite noisy, although techniques are known on how to reduce noise contributions from impact ionization at the price of typically lower dc-to-RF conversion efficiencies [1] [2]. The noise properties of IMPATT diodes restrict their use as local oscillator (LO) sources to either receiver applications where the highest sensitivity is not of primary concern or sensitive low-noise receivers in which well-balanced Schottky diodes as subharmonically pumped mixers cancel out the noise from the LO [25].

![Published state-of-the-art results from GaAs and InP Gunn devices under CW operation in the frequency range of 30–400 GHz. Numbers next to the symbols denote dc-to-RF conversion efficiencies in percent.](image)

**Fig. 5.** Published state-of-the-art results from GaAs and InP Gunn devices under CW operation in the frequency range of 30–400 GHz. Numbers next to the symbols denote dc-to-RF conversion efficiencies in percent.

TUNNETT diodes, on the other hand, are based on a fast and quiet primary carrier injection mechanism [1] [2] which makes them another prime candidate for RF generation at high millimeter-wave and submillimeter-wave frequencies. RF power levels of 100 ± 5 mW (and corresponding dc-to-RF conversion efficiencies of around 6%) were measured with GaAs TUNNETT diodes on diamond heat sinks in the fundamental mode at oscillation frequencies of 100–107 GHz [19].

Power extraction at higher harmonic frequencies was investigated with Si [20],[26] and GaAs [27],[28] IMPATT diodes as well as GaAs TUNNETT diodes [19],[29]. Diode
structures and properties suggest operation in second- or even third-harmonic mode for some of the aforementioned state-of-the-art results from Si IMPATT diodes above 200 GHz. As an example, the RF power of 1.2 mW at 301 GHz was thought to be generated at the third-harmonic frequency [20], but for many other results at these high millimeter-wave frequencies, no attempts to determine the exact mode of operation were reported.

The aforementioned GaAs TUNNETT diodes were also operated in a second-harmonic mode up to 237 GHz and yielded RF power levels exceeding 10 mW at 202 GHz, 9 mW around 210 GHz, and 4 mW around 235 GHz [29], [30]. These power levels correspond to dc-to-RF conversion efficiencies around 1% at 202 GHz and 210 GHz as well as above 0.6% around 235 GHz [29], [30]. The diodes operate as self-oscillating multipliers with a large modulation of the depletion region, which is akin to that of high-performance varactor diodes and is responsible for the high up-conversion efficiencies of more than 20% [29]. This mode of operation also reaches its performance peak below the maximum permissible bias current density [29]. Therefore, higher RF power levels and higher operating frequencies are expected from TUNNETT diodes that are designed for this mode of operation and have shorter active regions as well as doping concentrations appropriate for higher current densities. Simulations also indicated that RF power levels of the order of 10 mW can be generated in the 240–280 GHz frequency range with GaAs single-drift TUNNETT diodes in the fundamental mode [31].

The measured RF power levels and, particularly, conversion efficiencies of these TUNNETT diodes in a second-harmonic mode are comparable to those obtained from frequency multipliers where, e.g., Schottky-barrier varactor diodes are driven by Gunn devices [32], [33]. Fig. 6 compares these results from various frequency multipliers in the 100–1000 GHz frequency range with select results from GaAs TUNNETT diodes, InP Gunn devices, and RTDs. In addition, very clean spectra were recorded from these GaAs TUNNETT diodes in the fundamental as well as in a second-harmonic mode [19], [29], [30]. TUNNETT diodes also yielded the lowest small-signal frequency-modulation (FM) noise measure reported from any oscillator with a two-terminal device [19], [19].

Contrary to preliminary results from GaAs TUNNETT diodes [19], a very preliminary study of the properties of single-drift GaAs IMPATT diodes in a second-harmonic mode found that the measured spectra of free-running oscillators with these diodes [28] were clearly not as clean as those of free-running oscillators with TUNNETT diodes (or Gunn devices). This result was indeed expected from approximately 7–8 dB higher values of the small-signal FM noise measure and at least 6 dB higher values of the large-signal FM noise measure of GaAs single-drift IMPATT diodes in the fundamental mode at W-band frequencies [11], [19]. Furthermore, dc-to-RF conversion efficiencies of, e.g., 0.04% at 194 GHz [28] or 0.06% at 232 GHz [27] were inferior to those of the TUNNETT diodes in a similar circuit configuration [19], [29].
Fig. 6. Published state-of-the-art results from frequency multipliers with GaAs Schottky-barrier or InP-based heterojunction-barrier varactor diodes in the 100–1000 GHz frequency range in comparison with published state-of-the-art results from GaAs TUNNETT diodes, InP Gunn devices, and RTDs above 200 GHz.

4. TRANSFERRED-ELECTRON DEVICES

GaAs or InP transferred-electron (or Gunn) devices are quite frequently employed in all-solid-state LO sources for submillimeter-wave frequencies, where they generate RF power at medium millimeter-wave frequencies of 60–150 GHz and then drive one or more stages of frequency multipliers with Schottky-barrier varactor diodes [25], [32], [33] or, more recently, heterojunction-barrier varactor diodes [34]. More than ten semiconductor materials in the III-V and II-VI groups are known to exhibit the transferred-electron effect, [2], [35] however, so far, only GaAs and InP have been exploited commercially. GaAs Gunn devices are not a topic of this paper since only InP Gunn devices yield RF power above 200 GHz.

The highest dc-to-RF conversion efficiencies at low to medium millimeter-wave frequencies and excellent performance up to *D*-band frequencies were reported from InP TEDs with n′n⁺ layer structures and current-limiting contacts at the cathode side of the active region. Examples of RF power levels (and corresponding conversion efficiencies) are 380 mW at 57 GHz (10.6%) in the fundamental mode [36] as well as 175 mW (7%) at 94 GHz, 85 mW (3.8%) at 125 GHz, and 65 mW (2.6%) at 138 GHz in a second-
harmonic mode [37], [38]. As shown in Fig. 5, the highest RF power levels from any Gunn device above 100 GHz were achieved with devices that had an n⁺n⁻n⁺ layer structure as well as a graded doping profile in the active region and were mounted on diamond heat sinks [19], [35], [39]. Operation in the fundamental mode was observed up to 165 GHz. As examples, RF power levels (and corresponding dc-to-RF conversion efficiencies) exceeded 200 mW (2.6%) at 103 GHz [35]; 130 mW (2.2%) at 132 GHz; 80 mW (1.4%) at 152 GHz; and 30 mW at 162 GHz [19], [35]. High RF power levels and excellent noise performance [1], [19], [30], [35], [39] make these InP Gunn devices ideally suited for driving high-performance Schottky-diode frequency multipliers in sensitive terahertz receivers.

Operation in a second-harmonic mode helps overcome the inherent fundamental frequency limit in Gunn devices. RF power levels of more than 3.5 mW at 214 GHz, more than 2 mW around 220 GHz, as well as more than 1 mW up to 315 GHz were measured in this mode of operation [30], [40]. The RF power levels above 300 GHz are the highest reported to date from any solid-state fundamental RF source and, as can be seen from Fig. 6, they approach those from frequency multipliers [32]. These RF power levels even exceed early performance predictions [41]–[44] but the results of more recent simulations indicate that significant increases in RF power levels can be expected from more optimized device structures and circuits up to at least 320 GHz [45], [46]. Fig. 7 compares the experimental results in the fundamental mode, as well as those in a second-harmonic mode with these recent predictions from detailed simulations [46] that employed a Monte Carlo-based harmonic balance technique [45]. Monte-Carlo simulations were originally used in the design of the D-band structures [47] and showed good agreement between performance predictions and measured results [45], [48]. Various device structures, which were designed for operation in a second-harmonic mode in the 200–310 GHz frequency range and had a doping gradient in the active region as shown schematically in the inset of Fig. 7, were investigated [46], [49].

The measured RF power levels in the fundamental mode at D-band frequencies and the predicted RF power levels for operation in a second-harmonic mode at J-band (220–325 GHz) frequencies follow a clear \(1/f^3\) roll-off up to about 300 GHz. This trend evidently shows that substantial performance improvements can be expected from optimized device structures and waveguide circuits at J-band frequencies. The trend above 300 GHz may also indicate that the transferred-electron effect in InP could be utilized even above 320 GHz and possibly up to 500 GHz [49] with devices operating in a second- or third-harmonic mode. In addition, the experimental results from InP Gunn devices above 220 GHz imply that the derivations of fundamental physical frequency limits for the transferred-electron effect in InP should be revisited and re-investigated in greater detail.
RF power generating capabilities of several two-terminal devices were reviewed and compared. Compared to GaAs, InP is the better semiconductor material system to reach submillimeter-wave frequencies with Gunn devices. Experimental results from both GaAs and InP Gunn devices indicate that the fundamental frequency limit of the transferred-electron effect may be higher than previously thought. More detailed studies are necessary to determine the ultimate fundamental frequency limit, i.e., if InP Gunn devices are capable of generating significant RF power levels in the 320–400 GHz frequency range. Nonetheless, simulations predict that substantial performance improvements are feasible at J-band frequencies, which may help eliminate one or two stages in a multiplier chain to reach terahertz frequencies.

As can be seen from the published results in Figs. 1, 4, and 6, the RF power levels from InP Gunn devices on diamond heat sinks are the highest reported to date from any solid-state fundamental RF source operated at room temperature and for frequencies above 300 GHz. Likewise, GaAs TUNNETT diodes are considered the second-most powerful solid-state fundamental RF source operated at room temperature and for frequencies above 200 GHz.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 7. Comparison of predicted [45], [46], [49] and measured [19], [40] CW RF power levels from InP Gunn devices with an n’n’n’ structure and a doping gradient in the active region as shown in the inset for the 100–320 GHz frequency range.
Reliable long-term operation requires the heat dissipation in the device to be minimized. Both Gunn devices and TUNNETT diodes on diamond heat sinks meet these requirements since the above-mentioned state-of-the-art-results were obtained at “cool” operating active-layer temperatures estimated to be generally below 200 °C, but most often well below 150 °C [1], [29], [30], [35], [39], [40], [48].

Other semiconductor material systems, such as GaN or InN, are known to exhibit a transferred-electron effect [35] which could be utilized for millimeter-wave Gunn devices. However, various Monte Carlo simulations predict its onset to occur in these semiconductor materials at five to more than ten times higher threshold electric fields than in InP [50], [53]. Furthermore, much smaller values for the negative differential mobility at electric fields above twice the threshold field, as well as lower values for the low-field electron mobility, require much higher doping × length products for rapid domain formation than in GaAs or InP. Higher electric fields and, as a result, bias voltages, will enhance the RF power generating capabilities, but, together with higher doping × length products, may cause dc input power densities that are at least one order of magnitude higher than in InP and, even on diamond heat sinks, result in extreme overheating in the device. As a consequence, major advances in material growth, material characterization, and experimental verification of material properties and parameters, as well as appropriate device fabrication technologies, are required before the potential and capabilities of any of these material systems can be assessed fully and eventually utilized.
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